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“Don’t let the size of this book fool you into thinking it 

doesn’t have much to say about suicide. Each page—

each sentence—is rich in insight, wisdom, compassion, 

and most of all, comfort. Ronald Rolheiser gently 

dismantles the age-old myths and taboos associated 

with suicide, and gives brokenhearted survivors of 

suicide loss genuine reasons for hope. The greatest 

gift Rolheiser gives to the reader is the reassurance 

that Christ can enter a heart that is locked in fear and 

wound, and that our bruised and wounded loved ones 

are ‘in far gentler hands than our own.’”

—Kay Warren ,
cofounder of Saddleback Church, Lake Forest, California
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“With empathy and pastoral wisdom, this book 
provides unique insights on the nature of suicide, 
its devastating effects, and God’s embracing love 
throughout. Fr. Ron is exactly who I would have 
wanted at my side when my daughter died.”

—Marjorie antus , 
author of My Daughter, Her Suicide, and God: A Memoir of Hope
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

A friend of mine recently attended the 

funeral of a man who had taken his own 

life. At the end of the service the deceased 

man’s brother spoke to the congregation. After 

highlighting his brother’s generosity and sensitivity 

and sharing some anecdotes that helped celebrate 

his life, he went on to say something about the 

manner of his death. Here, in effect, are his words:

When someone is stricken with cancer, 

one of three things can happen: Sometimes 

doctors can treat the disease and, in essence, 

cure it. Sometimes the medical professionals 

cannot cure the disease but can control it 

enough so that the person suffering from 
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cancer can live with the disease for the rest 

of his or her life. Sometimes, however, the 

cancer is of a kind that cannot be treated. All 

the medicine and treatments in the world are 

powerless, and the person dies.

Certain kinds of emotional depression 

work the same way: Sometimes they can be 

treated so that, in effect, the person is cured. 

Sometimes they cannot ever really be cured, 

but they can be treated in such a way that 

the person can live with the disease for his 

or her whole life. And sometimes, just as with 

certain kinds of cancer, the disease is untreat-

able, unstoppable; no intervention by anyone 

or anything can halt its advance. Eventually it 

kills the person, and there is nothing anyone 

can do. My brother’s depression was of that 

kind, the terminal kind.

This can be helpful, I believe, for any of us who 

have suffered the loss of a loved one to suicide. 
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All death unsettles us, but suicide leaves us with 

a very particular series of emotional, moral, and 

religious scars. It brings with it an ache, a chaos, 

a darkness, and a stigma that has to be experi-

enced to be believed. Sometimes we deny it, but 

it’s always there, irrespective of our religious and 

moral beliefs. Indeed, as part of its darkness and 

stigma, suicide not only takes our loved ones away 

from us, but it also takes away our true memory of 

them. The gift that they brought into our lives is 

now no longer celebrated. We never again speak 

with pride about their lives. Their pictures come 

off the wall, photos of them get buried deep inside 

drawers that we never open again, their names are 

less and less mentioned in conversation, and of 

the manner of their death we rarely speak. Suicide 

takes our loved ones away from us in more ways 

than we sometimes admit.

And there is no easy answer for how to reverse 

that, though a better understanding of suicide can 

be a start.
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Not all suicides are of the same kind. Some 

suicides come about because the person is too 

arrogant and too hard of heart to want to live in 

this world. But that, I submit, is the exception, not 

the norm. Most suicides, certainly all the cases that I 

have known, come about for the opposite reason—

namely, the person is too bruised and oversensitive 

to have the resiliency needed to continue to cope 

with life. In these cases, and that is the vast majority 

of suicides, the cause of death can pretty accurately 

be termed as cancer, emotional cancer. Just as 

with physical cancer, the person dying of suicide is 

taken out of this life against his or her will. Death 

by suicide is the emotional equivalent of cancer, a 

stroke, or a heart attack. Thus, its patterns are the 

same as those of cancer, strokes, and heart attacks. 

Death can happen suddenly, or it can be the end 

product of a long struggle that slowly wears a person 

down. Either way, it’s involuntary.

As human beings, we are neither pure angels 

nor pure animals, but we are always both body and 
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soul, one psychosomatic whole. And either part 

can break down.

This can be helpful in understanding suicide, 

though a better understanding will not necessarily 

mean that the darkness and stigma that surround 

it will simply go away. We will still feel many of the 

same things we felt before in the face of suicide: We 

will still feel awful. We will still feel conflicted and 

be given over to guilt feelings and second-guessing. 

We will still feel uneasy about how this person died 

and will still feel a certain dis-ease in talking about 

the manner of his or her death. We will still feel 

a certain hesitancy in celebrating that person’s life 

in the manner we would have had the death been 

by natural causes. We will still go to our own graves 

with a black hole in our hearts. The pain of a suicide 

leaves its own indelible mark on the soul.

But at a different level of understanding 

something else will break through that will help 

us better deal with all those conflicted feelings, 

—namely, empathy for and understanding of 
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someone whose emotional immune system has 

broken down. And that understanding will also 

bring with it the concomitant consolation that 

God’s empathy and understanding far exceeds 

our own.

Love Through Locked Doors

Some years ago, some other friends of mine lost 

a daughter to suicide. She was in her early twenties 

and had a history of clinical depression. An initial 

attempt at suicide failed. The family then rushed 

round her, brought her to the best doctors and 

psychiatrists, and generally tried in every way to 

love and coax her out of her depression. Nothing 

worked. Eventually she died by suicide. Looking 

at their efforts and the incapacity of their love 

to break through and save her life, we see how 

helpless human love can be at a point. Sometimes 

all our best efforts, patience, and affection can’t 

break through to a frightened, depressed person. 
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In spite of everything, that person remains locked 

inside of herself, huddled in fear, inaccessible, 

bent upon self-destruction. All love, it seems, is 

powerless to penetrate.

Fortunately, we are not without hope. The 

redeeming love of God can do what we can’t. 

God’s love is not stymied in the same way as is ours. 

Unlike our own, it can go through locked doors 

and enter closed, frightened, bruised, lonely 

places and breathe out peace, freedom, and new 

life there. Our belief in this is expressed in one of 

the articles of the creed: He descended into hell.

What is meant by that? God descended into 

hell? Generally, we take this to mean that, between 

his death and resurrection, Jesus descended into 

some kind of hell or limbo wherein lived the souls 

of all the good persons who had died since the time 

of Adam. Once there, Jesus took them all with him 

to heaven. More recently, some theologians have 

taken this article of faith to mean that, in his death, 

Jesus experienced alienation from his Father and 
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thus experienced in some real sense the pain of 

hell. There is merit to these interpretations, but 

this doctrine also means something more. To say 

that Christ descended into hell is to, first and 

foremost, say something about God’s love for us 

and how that love will go to any length, descend 

to any depth, and go through any barrier in order 

to embrace a wounded, huddled, frightened, and 

bruised soul. By dying as he did, Jesus showed that 

he loves us in such a way that his love can pene-

trate even our private hells, going right through 

the barriers of hurt, anger, fear, and hopelessness.

We see this expressed in an image in John’s 

Gospel where, twice, Jesus goes right through 

locked doors, stands in the middle of a huddled 

circle of fear, and breathes out peace. That image 

of Jesus going through locked doors is surely 

the most consoling thought within the entire 

Christian faith (and is unrivalled in any other 

world religion). Simply put, it means that God 

can help us even when we can’t help ourselves. 
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God can empower us even when we are too hurt, 

frightened, sick, and weak to even, minimally, help 

ourselves.

I remember a haunting, holy picture that I 

was given as a child. It showed a man, huddled 

in depression, in a dark room, behind a closed 

door. Outside stood Jesus, with a lantern, knock-

ing softly on the door. The door only had a knob 

on its inside. Everything about the picture said: 

“Only you can open that door.” Ultimately what is 

said in that picture is untrue. Christ doesn’t need 

a doorknob. He can, and does, enter through 

locked doors. He can enter a heart that is locked 

up in fear and woundedness. What the picture 

says is true about human love. It can only knock 

and remain outside when it meets a heart that is 

huddled in fear and loneliness.

But that is not the case with God’s love, as John 

20 and our doctrine about the descent into hell 

make clear. God’s love can, and does, descend 

into hell. It does not require that a wounded, 
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emotionally paralyzed person first finds the 

strength to open herself to love. There is no 

private hell, no depression, no sickness, no fear, 

and even no bitterness so deep or so enclosed that 

God’s love cannot descend into it. There are no 

locked doors through which Christ cannot go.

I am sure that when that young woman, whose 

suicide I mentioned earlier, awoke on the other 

side, Jesus stood inside of her huddled fear and 

spoke to her, softly and gently, those same words 

he spoke to his disciples on that first Easter day 

when he went through the locked doors behind 

which they were huddled and said: “Peace be with 

you! Again, I say it, Peace be with you!”



B R U I S E D  A N D 
W O U N D E D

T he poet Hafiz wrote a poem nearly seven 

hundred years ago entitled, “We Should 

Talk About This Problem.” In that poem, 

God addresses a wounded soul:

There is a Beautiful Creature

Living in a hole you have dug. . .

And I often sing, but still, my dear,

You do not come out.

I have fallen in love with Someone

Who hides inside of you.

That’s God’s feeling, and perhaps ours too, 

when someone is in a suicidal depression. Few 

things can so devastate us as the suicide of a loved 

1
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one. There’s the horrific shock of losing a loved 

one so suddenly that, just of itself, can bring us to 

our knees; but, with suicide, there are other soul-

wrenching feelings too: confusion, guilt, second-

guessing, religious anxiety. Where did we fail this 

person? What might we still have done? What is 

this person’s state with God?

What needs to be said about this? First, that 

suicide is a disease and generally the most 

misunderstood of all sicknesses. It takes a person 

out of life against his or her will, the emotional 

equivalent of cancer, a stroke, or a heart attack. 

Second, we, those left behind, need not spend 

undue energy second-guessing as to how we might 

have failed that person, what we should have 

noticed, and what we might have done to prevent 

the suicide. Suicide is an illness and, as with any 

sickness, we can love someone and still not be 

able to save that person from death. God loved 

this person, too, and like us could not, this side of 

eternity, do anything either. Finally, we shouldn’t 
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worry too much about how God meets this person 

on the other side. God’s love, unlike ours, can go 

through locked doors and touch what will not 

allow itself to be touched by us.

Is this making light of suicide? No. Anyone who 

has ever dealt with either the victim of a suicide 

before his or her death or with those grieving 

that death afterward knows that it is impossible 

to make light of it. There is no pain like the one 

suicide inflicts. Nobody who is healthy wants to 

die, and nobody who is healthy seeks to burden 

his or her loved ones with this kind of pain. And 

that’s the point: This is only done when someone 

isn’t healthy. The fact that medication can often 

prevent suicide should tell us something.

Suicide, in most cases, is an illness, not a sin. 

Nobody, who is healthy, willingly decides to die by 

suicide and burden his or her loved ones with that 

death any more than anyone willingly chooses to 

die of cancer and cause pain. The victim of suicide 

(in most cases) is a trapped person, caught up 
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in a fiery, private chaos that has its roots both in 

his or her psyche and in his or her biochemistry. 

Suicide, in most cases, is a desperate attempt to 

end unendurable pain, akin to one throwing 

oneself off a high building because one’s clothing 

is on fire.

Many of us have known victims of suicide, and 

we know, too, that in almost every case that person 

was not full of pride, haughtiness, and the desire 

to hurt anyone. Generally, it’s the opposite. The 

victim has cancerous problems precisely because 

he or she is wounded, raw, and too bruised to have 

the resiliency needed to deal with life. Those of us 

who have lost loved ones to suicide know that the 

problem is not one of strength but of weakness—

the person is too bruised to be touched.

I remember a comment I over heard at a funeral 

for a suicide victim. The priest had preached 

badly, hinting that this suicide was somehow the 

man’s own fault and that suicide is always the ulti-

mate act of despair. At the reception afterward, a 
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neighbor of the victim expressed his displeasure 

at the priest’s homily: “There are a lot of people 

in this world who should kill themselves,” he 

lamented, “but those kind never do! This man is 

the last person who should have killed himself, 

because he was one of the most sensitive people 

I’ve ever met!” A book could be written on that 

statement. Too often it’s the meek who seemingly 

lose the battle in this world.

Finally, we shouldn’t worry too much about how 

God meets our loved ones who have fallen victim 

to suicide. God, as Jesus assures us, has a special 

affection for those of us who are too bruised and 

wounded to be touched. Jesus assures us, too, that 

God’s love can go through locked doors and into 

broken places and free up what’s paralyzed and 

help that which can no longer help itself. God is 

not blocked when we are. God can reach through.

And so our loved ones who have fallen victim 

to suicide are now inside of God’s embrace, enjoy-

ing a freedom they could never quite enjoy here 
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and being healed through a touch that they could 

never quite accept from us.

Nothing More Painful

There is perhaps nothing more painful in the 

world than for us to lose a loved one to suicide.

A couple of months ago, I received a letter from a 

woman, a mother, who had recently lost her twenty-

eight-year-old son in this manner. The young man 

had been suffering from clinical depression for 

nearly eight years when he took his own life.

Her letter to me betrayed a healthy under-

standing (at some deep level) of what had 

happened as well as all the unhealthy fear 

and second-guessing we all have when we are 

confronted with the suicide of a loved one.

She recognized that his death was, in the end, 

due to illness (not to malice or weakness), that he 

had a gentle soul, and that God understands. She 

shared the intuition that her son is now in heaven.
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At the same time, she worried, as we all do, 

whether her son had now found peace and where, 

if anywhere, she had failed him. She also worried 

that her faith was not strong enough, because it 

was not giving her the type of consolation that she 

felt it should. Her pain is deep—but it is also wide. 

Thousands of parents and families and friends 

of suicide victims around the world are enduring 

similar pain.

There are, as for all the great mysteries of 

life, no definitive answers that dissolve all pain 

and questioning. But there are some important 

perspectives of which we must never lose sight.

First of all, at this time in our history, for all 

kinds of reasons, suicide is still perhaps the most 

misunderstood of all deaths. We still tend to think 

that because it is self-inflicted it is voluntary in a 

way that death through physical illness or accident 

is not. 

As I have said, for most suicides, this is not 

true. A person dying of suicide dies, as does the 
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victim of physical illness or accident, against his 

or her will. People die from physical heart attacks, 

strokes, cancer, HIV/AIDS, and accidents. Death 

by suicide is the same, except that we are dealing 

with an emotional heart attack, an emotional 

stroke, emotional HIV/AIDS, emotional cancer, 

and an emotional fatality.

This comparison is not an analogy. These 

two kinds of heart attacks, strokes, cancers, and 

accidents are indeed identical. In neither case is 

the person responsible for his or her own death, 

nor does the person leave this world of his or her 

own will.

Second, in most cases, we should not worry 

about the victim’s eternal salvation. God is 

infinitely more understanding than we are, and 

God’s hands are infinitely more gentle than ours. 

Imagine a loving mother, having just given birth, 

welcoming her child onto her breast for the first 

time, and then you will have some image of how 

the suicide victim is received into the next life.
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Again, this is not an analogy. God is infinitely 

more gentle, loving, understanding and motherly 

than even the most perfect mother on earth. 

We need not worry much when an honest, over-

sensitive, gentle, overwrought and emotionally 

crushed person leaves this world—even if that exit 

was far from ideal. 

However, even given that truth, we should not 

expect that our faith will take away all the pain 

of losing a loved one through suicide. Faith is 

not meant to take the pain away, but rather to 

precisely give us the sense that the one we lost 

is in far gentler hands than our own and is now, 

after so much pain, finally at peace. Faith gives us 

insight but does not, of itself, take away the pain 

of loss and death.

Finally, we the living who loved that person must 

refrain from second-guessing ourselves with every 

kind of haunting question: What else might I have 

done? Where did I let this person down? If only I 

had been there. What if . . .?
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We are human beings, not God. People die of 

illnesses and accidents all the time, and all the love 

and attentiveness in the world sometimes cannot 

prevent death. With suicide, we must recognize 

that we are dealing with an illness that, like cancer 

or heart disease, can be terminal irrespective of 

every human effort to restore health. There are 

sicknesses that no humans can cure.

We can grieve our inadequacy as humans, but we 

are not God. Ultimately, we must take consolation 

in the fact that we loved as best we could and that 

we have not really lost this person. He or she went 

back to God.

Our job now is not to second-guess, but to 

trust—trust that God is far more gentle and 

understanding than we are and that God, who 

is adequate, can give this person a peace that we 

never could.




